An unique ensemble of three Shiba Onko
dishes from the collection of
Augustus the Strong

Höroldt prototype plate for the
Shiba Onko decor with traces of the
palace number “N=71– ” for the
Japanese original and the palace
number “N=153-W”, Ø 21,5 cm
Our octagonal dish was used in the
manufactory as a Höroldt model for
the octagonal Shiba Onko “ConfectSchalen”, along with another one
that is still today in the Dresden
porcelain collection (PE5223 Weber
Vol. II p. 137).

Dodecagonal deep Shiba Onko dish
with with the palace number
“N-35-W”, Ø 25,3 cm
Originally, there were only 24 such
deep dodecagonal dishes, of which
about half can still be found in
museums and important collections
today.
Since the end of the Second World
War, only one comparative piece has
been found on the market:
Christie‘s 25.02.1991 no. 170

Octagonal Shiba Onko
“Confect-Schale” with the palace
number “N=38-W”, 21,3 cm
Octagonal Shiba Onko dishes of this
size (Ø 9 Saxonian inch = 21,2 cm)
with the palace number “N=38-W”
were originally only four pieces in the
collection of August the Strong.
We could only find one other that
was on the market:
“Highly Important Private Collection”
Ringier, Christie‘s 07.12.2007 No. 55
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The Shiba Onko-Decor in Meissen

In the focus of this particular decor we see on the left the Chinese
statesman and historian Sima Guang (1019–1086), who lived during
the Song-dynasty much in demand as savant and author of numerous
reference works.
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The pictured scene goes back to a very popular story in 17th century
Japan. The young Sima Guang, called Shiba Onko in Japan rescued
a friend from drowning, by throwing a stone in the clay basin into
which the friend had fallen (Jenyns 1965 p. 125; Porcelain for Palaces 1990 p. 152;
Impey 2002 p. 157). Even in Europe the motive symbolising creativity and
presence of mind was one of the most popular Kakiemon-decors. In
England, it came be known as “Hob-in-the-well” (ibid.).
The rarity as much as the phenomenal quality of the Japanese Kakiemon-porcelain — the milk-white shards (called nigoshide) with their
brillant, translucent colouring — made them exceptionally sought after in Europe (Weber 2013 vol. I pp. 47 f.). Especially on the Parisian luxury
goods market they were dearly traded objects (see in case of the Shiba
Onko-bowls, Weber 2013 vol. II pp. 137 f.). Nevertheless, the import supplies
as source dried up the 1720’s. As Impey assumes (2002 p. 29), the Kakiemon-workshop had to close because of the reinforced competitors in
China, at the time.

THE PARISIAN MERCHANT RUDOLPHE LEMAIRE
The Parisian merchant Lemaire realised the chances lying in this market-situation of scarce offer and persisting demand. In consequence,
he had the brilliant idea to get the coveted Kakiemon-porcelains
produced by the only European manufactory, being capable to do so:
Meissen.
Due to Julia Weber’s thorough research (Meißener Porzellane mit Dekoren
nach ostasiatischen Vorbildern. München 2013), as much as the original references of the Meissen archive published by Claus Boltz (“Hoym, Lemaire
und Meißen – Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Dresdner Porzellansammlung”. In Keramos
88/1980), we can retrace the enormous influence Lemaire had on the

Meissen production.
In 1728, Lemaire came to Dresden, where — with the right connections — he quickly received an audience with August III. himself.
Lemaire understood to win the king for his ideas, but only with the
pretext, that “if the products were executed after his [Lemaire] specifications and models, they would soon exceed the imported goods of EastAsia and even the old Japanese ones.” [“wenn die Waren nach seinen [Lemaires]
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Angaben und Modellen ausgeführt würden, das sächsische Porzellan bald dasjenige
überträfe, das derzeit aus Ostasien importiert würde, und sogar dem alten japanischen
gleichkommen könne”] (Weber 2013 vol. I p. 33). Of course, he left out the fact,

that he planned to make deceptive copies, which in no case would
show their Meissen origin.
Initial difficulties in the contract and trade relations between Lemaire
and the Meissen manufactory could be resolved quickly. In June 1729,
the manufacture’s head was taken over by cabinet’s minister Carl
Heinrich Count of Hoym (Weber 2013 vol I pp. 36 f.). In this politician Lemaire found a protector who sustained his project fully. Count Hoym
was also familiar with the habits and taste at the Parisian Court because of his experience as Parisian envoy in Versailles. Back in Saxony, he missed Paris wholeheartedly. Already in september 1729, the
first contract was signed, which secured Lemaires privileged position
compared to other merchants. He even received access to Höroldt’s
atelier. According to the manufacture’s amendment in the contract,
he shall “in no way have insight into the factory’s secrets” [„auf keinerley
Arth und Weise die Geheimnüße der Fabrique”] (cited after Weber ibid.), sounds like
a mere formality — given the fact that the Count Hoym was his close
ally.
This is how the plan began quickly to be realised, nevertheless there
remained two problems to be solved, to fulfill the sale of Meissen
porcelain as “altes Indianisches Crak Guth” (= Japanese Kakiemonporcelain) in Paris:
1.	How was this plan to be realised while obeying at the same time
the explicit royal order of the first of october 1729 (Weber 2013 vol.I
p. 38 fn. 158), that all porcelains hat to be issued with the swords
mark?
2.	Where should the Japanese models be obtained, that had to be
copied? At the beginning, Lemaire himself brought Japanese
Kakiemon-porcelain from Paris to Dresden, which can be proved
at the example of the Bantam rooster (see Langeloh anniversary publi
cation 2019 no. 71 p. 401). But for him this was associated with a lot of
effort and costs, as can be derived from Lemaire’s letter to King
Augustus of june 1729 (Boltz Keramos 88 / 1980 p. 5).
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The first problem was cleverly circuited by applying enamel blue
swords marks to the porcelain glaze instead of the underglaze blue
swords. In consequence, the swords could be removed afterwards
with nitric acid (“separation water”).
In order to solve the second problem, Hoym and Lemaire used the
immense porcelain Collection of Ausgustus the Strong. At the time,
the King possessed the biggest collection of East Asian porcelain in
Europe. Hoym just ordered to take out about 220, mainly Japanese
porcelains between november and december 1729 and some more in
april 1730. These were handed over to the Meissen manufactory for
copying purposes (Weber 2013 vol. I p. 39).
This affair formed the beginning of the Shiba Onko-Decor in
Meissen, origin and history will be illustrated below by using the
ensemble of three dishes of our collection:

Höroldt prototype plate for the
Shiba Onko-Decor with traces of the
palace number “N=71” for the Japanese original and the palace number
“N=153-W”
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Dodecagonal deep Shiba Onko
dish with with the palace number
“N-35-W”

Octagonal Shiba Onko “ConfectSchale” with the palace number
“N=38-W”
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The Höroldt model of the Shiba Onko-Decor

Höroldt prototype plate for the Shiba Onko-Decor with traces of the palace
number “N=71– ” for the Japanese original and the palace number “N=153-W”
Meissen 1729/30; Ø 21,5 cm; 3,8–4 cm deep; swords mark in enamel blue, traces of the palace
number “N=71– ”, which refers to the Japanese original in the collection of Augustus the Strong
(Boltz 1980 p. 92), palace number “N=153–W” (section. d Boltz 1996 p. 76)
Provenance:
1729/30 to 1734: Meissen manufactory (our dish served as a model for the painters and moulders,
after which the Shiba Onko “Confect-Schalen” were produced)
From decmber 1734: Royal collection in the Japanese Palace (Boltz ibid.)
French private collection
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Our octagonal bowl was used in the manufactory as model for Höroldt to produce the octagonal Shiba Onko “Confect-Schalen”, the only
other one is in the Dresden Porcelain Collection (PE 5223, Weber 2013 vol. II
p. 137).
As Julia Weber has shown (op. cit.), on the behest of Count Hoym in
order to fulfill the intention of the Parisian merchant Lemaire, about
220 East Asian porcelains of August the Strong’s Collection were sent
to Meissen in november/december 1729. Among them also one
“Japanese Shiba Onko dish” in Höroldt’s painting workshop, “after
this model ‘2 confect dishes No. 71’ were created as painting models”
[“2. passichte Confect-Schaalen, No. 71’ als Malereimodelle angefertigt wurden”]
(Weber 2013 vol. II p. 137; Boltz 1980 p. 98).

The Japanese original had the palace number “N=71– ” and was —
according to Weber — inventoried under “Krack-Porcelain” (= Japanese porcelain), “erroneously” in the chapter “Tea-ware”, where four
Japanese Shiba Onko dishes are listed:
“Four pieces detto [8angular and shell-shaped assiettes], with overlapping … brown rims, with colourful pagodas and trees inside [= Shiba
Onko]” [“Vier Stück detto [8.eckigte und gemuschelte Assietten], mit überschlagenen und
Blumen gemahlten auch eingefaßten braunen Rande, inwendig mit bunten Pagoden, und
Bäumen gemahlt, 1 3/4 Zoll tief, 9 Zoll (= 21,15 cm) in Diam: No. 71“] 1 3/4 inch deep, 9 inch
(= 21,15 cm) in diamond: No. 71”.]

After this Japanese original Höroldt made two exact Meissen copies.
Then these served as prototypes to produce the octagonal Shiba Onko
dishes for the Parisian merchant Lemaire. Höroldt recorded them in
his price list of Meissen working templates shaped after East Asian
originals, he drafted in handwriting a bit later — on 24th of february
1731 (Boltz 1980
p. 92): “Specification of porcelain models for later use: 2 confect dishes of
No. 71” (= ShibaOnko) [“Specificatio Derjenige Porcellaine, welche als Modelle zum
ferneren Gebrauch beyetzt werden müßn ...: 2. passichte Confect-Schaalen No. 71”].
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One prototype dish is in the Dresden Porcelain Collection (PE 5223
Weber 2013 vol. II p. 137), the other one is in our possession and presented here. Both dishes have identification marks on the back:
–

onglazed swords in enamel blue;

–	the incised palace number “N=153-W”, under which they were inventoried in december 1734, together with other painting models
(Weber vol. II p. 137; Boltz 1996 p. 92). In the inventory of 1770 (section d
Boltz Keramos 153/1996 p. 76) it says: “Twenty pieces of different confect
dishes, and saladiers, partly with grain ears, flowers also pagodas
[= Shiba Onko] and birds, old Indian, No. 153. two pc. missing.”
–	And most importantly, both dishes show remains of a faded
number, the “N=71– ” refering to the Japanese original of the
Royal Collection. Julia Weber assumes (op. cit.) that the Japanese
numbers were removed from the dishes during the transfer from
the manufactory to the Royal Collection and — probably to avoid
confusion — replaced by “N=153-W”.

Backside of our Shiba Onko model with onglaze blue swords mark, the Johanneum-number
“N=153-W” and the slight traces of the Japanese
palace number “N=71”
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Traces of the Japanese palace number “N=71” and
enamel swords mark in detail
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The end of the Hoym-/ Lemaire affair and
the confiscation of the porcelains

Octagonal Shiba Onko “Confect-Schale” with the palace number “N=38-W”
Meissen 1730/31; Ø 21,3 cm; 3,8–4 cm deep; swords mark in enamel blue
Palace number “N=38-W” (section d, Boltz Keramos 153/1996 p. 72)
Provenance:
Rudolphe Lemaire
From april 1731: Royal collection in the Japanese Palace (Boltz ibid.)
French private collection
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The machinations of Count Hoym and the merchant Lemaire, to copy
Japanese porcelains of the Royal Collection, in order to resell them not
as Meissen, but as old Japanese originals, were intentionally against
the will of the king.
Already in August 1730, Augustus the Strong, informed Count Hoym
for the first time that he was dissatisfied with his behaviour (Weber
2013 vol. I p. 41 ff.). He did so by sending him 15 charges, saying under §
12 that: “Regarding porcelain, it had not been obeyed to the Royal will”
(Weber loc. cit.). Hoym’s reply could not alleviate the King’s anger. On
27 march 1731, Hoym was dismissed from all offices and indicted to
trial. He was sentenced to stay away from Royal Court from then on
and to a fine 100,00 thalers for compensation. The Parisian merchant
Lemaire got off much more lightly and was “only” expelled from the
country.
All porcelains, which were still in Hoyms Dresden city palace so far,
were confiscated already beginning of april 1731 and brought to the
Japanese palace. Among them was our second, octagonal Shiba Onko
dish with the palace number “N=38-W”. Like all octagonal Meissen
Shiba Onko dishes of this time it was made after our prototype dish
presenzed above and then acquired by Lemaire for 2 Thalers, according to the second contract of march 1731 (Boltz Keramos 88/1980 p. 31,
Weber 2013 vol. II p. 137 a.E. and fn. 17). But before he could sell it in Paris, it
was confiscated together with four others, between the 4th and 7th of
april. According to the confiscation lists (Boltz Keramos 88/1980 p. 46):
“Porcelain in purpose to let the French merchant le Maire sell it, was
found in Hoym’s house and was brought to the Dutch Palais in Old
Dresden ... 4 pcs. angular Confect bowls of various sizes with pagodas”
[= Shiba Onko]. [“Porcellain, so der Französische Kauffmann le Maire zu seinen Verkauf
ausgesetzet, und in des Herrn Graffens von Hoymb Hauße gefunden, aber uff allergnädigsten Befehl in das Holländische Pallais nach AltDreßden geschaffet worden: … 4 Stk.
passigte Confect-Schalen von div. Größe mit Bajotten”]

After the transfer to the “Dutch” respectively Japanese palace, these
four bowls received the palace number, under which they can still be
found in the Royal inventory of 1770 (Boltz Keramos 153/1996 p. 72):
“4 pcs. detto [= octagonal bowls, with folded brown rims, inside pagodas] 1/2. inch (= 3,5 cm), 9. inch (= 21,2 cm) in diam: No. 38”
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On the art market, apart from ours, we’ve only been able to find
one more of these four pieces: in the “Highly Important Private
Collection” Ringier, Zurich and Zofingen, which was auctioned by
Christie’s (07.12. No. 55) in 2007.

Backside of our second, octagonal Shiba Onko “Confect Schale”
with onglaze blue swords mark and the palace number “N=38-W”
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The importance of the Shiba Onko-Decor
for the Parisian market using the example
of dodecagonal bowls

Dodecagonal Shiba Onko dish with with palace number “N=35-W”
Meissen 1730, Ø 25,2 cm; 6,8 cm deep; swords mark in enamel blue, incised palace no. “N-35-W”
Moulder’s mark: 2 x four concentric triangles (Rückert Keramos 151/1996 fig. 9 no. 7 p. 84;
according to Miedtank, Keramos 232/2016, the mark of Grund the elder)
Provenance: Rudolphe Lemaire
From april 1731: Royal collection in the Japanese Palace (Boltz 1996, section d p. 72)
French private collection
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The deep dodecagonal form of Shiba Onko dishes was developed in
Meissen. According to Julia Weber (2013 vol. II p. 137), dodecagonal bowls
of this decor don’t exist in Arita porcelain. It is therefore an independent modification of the East Asian original that has convinced
Lemaire. The Shiba Onko prototype responsible for the dodecagonal
shape, which bears the palace number “N=153-W” (like our octagonal
prototype dish), is today in the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam (Den Blaauwen
2000 No. 159 b).

The high influence of Arita porcelain and Meissen recreations on the
Parisian market can be traced by means of the dodecagonal bowls.
On the basis of an old Parisian auction catalogue of 1747, the history
of the Shiba Onko bowls from the Parisian point of view can be well
understood. The popular Parisian collector Vicomte De Fonspertuis
owned two of these dishes. His large estate was auctioned (beginning
september 1747 and ending march 1748) by the well-known Parisian
art merchant Edmond Francois Gersaint, whom Watteau immortalised with his painting “L’Enseigne de Gersaint”.
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The catalogue written by Gersaint himself is very thorough and instructive. Weber took it as a starting point for her research on her
“Detective Story” (Haughton Seminar 2012). Weber summarised it in her
detailed catalogue on the Meissen Kakiemon porcelain in the Schneider Collection in the introduction to the Shiba Onko chapter. Under
no. 94 (p. 61) the Fonspertuis Catalogue lists “two very beautiful deep
saladiers with small edges and pagodas made of Saxon porcelain copied
from old Japanese porcelain”. Julia Weber assumes that this passage
can only speak of the dodecagonal Shiba Onko bowl: “Figurative Kakiemon décors are rare and accordingly the Meissen copies are also rare.
Square bowls with ‘pagodas’, (meaning depictions of Asian figures) can
only be those with Shiba Onko decoration. Since we are talking about
small edges, it can be assumed that the dodecagonal model was intended.” (Weber ibid.)
Julia Weber then published Gersaint’s highly interesting, detailed
original commentary in French and German translation. We have
translated it here into English:
“Two very beautiful deep saladiers with small edges and pagodas made
of Saxon porcelain. These two pieces are copied from the old Japanese.
Although they are copies, connoisseurs will readily admit that they are
admirable in their manner, resembling so perfectly the originals of the
rarest and most beautiful variety that the finest eyes could be captivated
by this exact imitation of all the essential and inherent characteristics of
this quality of porcelain, which connoisseurs would so appreciate if the
mark of the two crossed swords that characterise the works of the Dresden manufactory were not to be seen on the underside of each piece.
I am not the only one who has wavered to determine their origin, and I
do not blush when I admit that I have pondered for some time. But I discovered that each piece had a seal in the middle of the bottom. This seal,
which led me to suspect a small deception, confirmed my suspicions,
and indeed, after I had removed it, my doubts were illuminated by the
two crossed swords that I saw.
It is not hard, to get confused by the first sight, especially if one assumes, that in such a sophisticated collection, only originals can be
found. Perhaps Monsieur de Fonspertuis bought them to get amused, by
get some connoisseurs mislead and surprised.
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Be that as it may, these two pieces have their value, as do eight others
of the same kind which are here in the following. I doubt that anything
has ever left the Dresden manufactory where more care was taken to
imitate the old porcelain.”

Fig.: title of the Gersaint catalogue of 1747 with an engraving by Cochin,
obviously inspired by Watteau’s painting “L’Enseigne de Gersaint”
Figs. next page: cat.-pages 60–63, the description of the deep
dodecagonal Shiba Onko dishes
(Library Elfriede Langeloh)
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So far the Parisian view; thanks to the sources published by Claus
Boltz we receive an almost complete picture. Already in the price list
for the first Lemaire-contract of the 30st of september 1729 the dodecagonal bowls are listed under the position “large Confect or Salad
bowls à 5 Talers” (Weber ibid. with different opinion). In the price specification of the second contract they appear as “detto [= Confect bowls —
according to Weber II p. 137 with Shiba Onko decor] deep fitted à 5
Taler,” while the octagonal ones were estimated with two or three
Talers depending on size.
As already described, after the Hoym-/ Lemaire affair was discovered
in april 1731, all porcelains in Count Hoym’s palace were confiscated.
Among them were the dodecagonal Shiba Onko bowls of our size,
inventoried under palace number “N=35-W”:
“Four and twenty pieces detto [= twelve angular bowls, with brown rim,
inside pagodas, old indians. 3 inch deep [= 7 cm] 10. inch [= 23,5 cm] in
diam: no 35.” (Boltz ibid.)
Originally there were only 24 of these dishes, half of them can still be
found today (see below). On the free market we could only find one
other bowl besides our own: Christie’s 25.02.1991 no. 170.

Backside of our dodecagonal Shiba Onko bowl
with onglaze blue swords
mark, Johanneum number “N=35-W”
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COMPARISON PIECES OF THE DODECAGONAL SHIBA ONKO
BOWLS WITH PALACE NUMBER “N=35-W”
1.	Porzellansammlung im Zwinger (PE 5219 Pietsch: Meissener Porzellan und seine
ostasiatischen Vorbilder. Leipzig 1996 Nr. 15) mit dem achteckigen ostasiatischen
Vorbild (P.O. 4771 Joh.-Nr. N=124). Pietsch macht keine Angabe zur Pressmarke
2.	Slg. Schneider, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Schloss Lustheim
Rückert 1966 Nr. 239 T. 64 = Weber 2013 Bd. 2 Nr. 115
Ø 25,7 – 26,4 cm; 6 cm hoch; Pressmarke: „drei mal Kreuz im Kreis“ (Rückert a.a.O.)
3. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
Den Blaauwen 2000 Nr. 157, Geschenk von Otto Blohm 1909
Ø 26,5; Höhe: 5,7 cm; Pressmarke: drei mal Kreuz im Kreis
4.	Den Blaauwen 2000 Nr. 158
Ø 24,2; Höhe: 6,5 cm; Pressmarke: zwei mal Kreuz im Kreis
= Margarete und Franz Oppenheimer (Schnorr von Carolsfeld 1927 Nr. 81)
5. Den Blaauwen 2000 Nr. 159 A
Ø 26,5; Höhe: 6 cm; keine Angabe zur Pressmarke
6. Victoria and Albert Museum London (Invent.-Nr. 30-1908)
7. Slg. Gustav von Klemperer (Schnorr von Carolsfeld 1928 Nr. 167)
Ø 25; Höhe: 6,5cm
8., 9. Slg. Davids (Lassen 1985 Nr. 59)
Ø 24, 2 cm; H. 6,7 cm; Pressmarke: zwei Kreuze im Kreis
10. 	Slg. von Dallwitz (Kat. Lichthofausstellung 1904 Nr. 94); Ø 24, 6 cm; Höhe: 6,6 cm;
Verbleib unbekannt
11. Schweizer Privatsammlung (Christie’s 25.02.1991 Nr. 170, rd. 81.000 DM) Ø 25 cm
	Das einzige, uns bekannte Vergleichsstück, das nach dem zweiten Weltkrig auf den
Markt kam
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